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40%  own with a  
mortgage

Mortgage Market Share (% of all outstanding mortgages)

While rate is the top reason for choosing a mortgage broker, 
just one-in-ten chose ONLY rate, meaning customers in 
general choose brokers for more than one reason.

We tested satisfaction on seventeen specific elements of the mortgage 
experience - brokers came out ahead of banks on all 17! Below are the 
top five elements where satisfaction among broker customers is most 
differentiated from satisfaction among bank customers.
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On average, Canadians view 
their homes as 70% “a place 
to live”, 30% “an investment”
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Broker share by geography, age, and mortgage type

Canadian homeowners are comfortable

Top reasons for dealing with a broker

Broker customers are most satisfied

Top broker customer experience differentiators
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To get the best rate 67%

To get multiple rates 40%

So I didn’t have to do the research myself 37%

To help me understand my options and the process 33%

To help me with the paperwork 31%

Offereing competitive rates +9%

Providing info/advice to help make decisions +8%

Frequency of contact DURING mortgage process +7%

Ease of doing business with +6%

Offering “one stop” shopping +6%


